We consider the problem of distributing goods from one or more plants through a set of warehouses in anticipation of forecasted customer demands. Two results are provided in this paper. First, we present a methodology for approximating stochastic distribution problems that are computationally tractable for problems of realistic size. Comparisons are made to standard deterministic formulations and shown to give superior results. Then, we compare logistics networks with varying degrees of redundancy represented by the number of warehouses which serve each customer. Overlapping service regions for warehouses provides additional exibility to handle real-time demands. We quantify the expected savings that might result from such strategies.
Introduction
Distribution problems involve the allocation of goods or resources to storage areas in anticipation of forecasted market demands. A classic example is the movement o f i n ventory from plant to warehouse in anticipation of future customer demands. Decisions of how m uch to store at each w arehouse must be made prior to knowing what the actual demands are. For example, a major retailer keeps inventories of refrigerators in local warehouses for quick delivery. A customer choosing a refrigerator on Saturday can then schedule delivery the following Monday. Such a fast response requires that inventories be stored in advance of the purchase decision.
Stochastic distribution problems arise in other settings as well. Railroads, motor carriers and shipping companies need to manage large eets of containers or trailers or rail cars to maintain inventories which can meet shipper demands. As containers become empty, they need to be repositioned empty from one storage location often referred to as trailer pools or container yards to the next in anticipation of shipper needs. While the terminology is di erent, the structure of the problem is the same as that faced by manufacturers or retailers.
These problems fall within the framework of multilocation inventory and distribution planning. Static, deterministic models can be found in many logistics books e.g. Robeson and House 15 ,Ballou 4 , Graves et al. 6 . These models focus on determining warehouse size and location, customer allocation to warehouses and transportation planning. Dynamic models consider the operational planning of inventories to meet forecasted demands over a speci ed planning horizon. Deterministic versions of these models have been in use for some time see, for example, Klingman and Mote 11 , and have been studied in depth within the research community Aronson and Chen 3 , Aronson 1 , although it is not clear how widely these models have been adopted in practice. One limitation that is often cited is that the models are not able to handle uncertainties in forecasted demands. This calls into question the value of solving models with long planning horizons, such as those posed in Aronson and Chen 2 , 3 .
Considerably less progress has been made on formulating and solving stochastic, multilocation inventory models. Karmarkar 8 , 9 , provides bounds and approximations of the expected recourse function for stochastic, convex multilocation inventory problems. More recently Shapiro 17 notes that stochastic versions of these problems are computationally intractable. Standard methods based on stochastic dynamic programming su er from the curse of dimen-1 sionality" and therefore have seen limited practical application. An alternative approach i s t o formulate a stochastic linear program Wets 20 which can then be solved using specialized methods for large scale linear programs Rockafellar and Wets 16 , Lustig et al. 12 . It is not clear, however, how many scenarios are required to provide an accurate solution, and problems with even a modest number of scenarios can create extremely large linear programs. While this approach is quite general, it does little to take advantage of the structure of the problem.
In this paper, we formulate the multilocation inventory problem with uncertain demands as dynamic networks. Furthermore, we model the uncertain demands in the problem as random arc capacities. This formulation allows us to take advantage of the recent results by P owell and Cheung 14 , 13 which present algorithms for approximating the expected recourse function for networks with random arc capacities. This network model is used for dynamic eet management problems which h a ve been solved as sequences of two-stage stochastic networks by Cheung and Powell 5 . There is a close similarity b e t ween classical distribution problems in logistics and eet management problems. In eet management, empty v ehicles must be allocated in anticipation of future shipper demands. However, vehicles are reusable, and vehicles are consumed" by allowing the shipper to move the vehicle loaded from one city to the next, at which point the vehicle becomes empty again and available for reuse. By contrast, standard distribution problems move product which is consumed and leaves the network permanently. Both problems can be modeled as networks with random arc capacities, but the characteristics of the networks are di erent. This paper makes the following contributions:
1. The multilocation inventory problem with uncertain demand forecasts is formulated as a stochastic programming problem using the framework of dynamic networks with random arc capacities. Two stage and multistage formulations of these problems are proposed. These formulations provide a fresh perspective to the classical multilocation inventory problem and may leading to new classes of solution techniques.
2. We i n vestigate how the methods developed by P owell and Cheung 14 , 13 for eet management problems can be adapted in the context of multilocation inventory planning.
In particular, we show that the two-stage stochastic distribution problem can be solved 2 easily using standard network algorithms.
3. Using a two-stage model, we e v aluate the e ectiveness of using overlapping service areas for distribution problems. These experiments allow us to test the hypothesis that a spatially distributed set of inventories can work as e ectively as a single inventory as long as the fraction of customers served by more than one warehouse exceeds a certain percentage.
Section 2 formulates the distribution problem as a two-stage stochastic program. In this section, we show h o w the methods developed in 14 and 13 can be applied to nd an approximate solution. Next, section 3 considers a dynamic version of the distribution problem and shows how a backward recursion can be used to solve the problem. Finally, section 4 uses the two-stage formulation rst to test the quality of the approximation, and second to evaluate the e ectiveness of exible distribution strategies.
Two-stage distribution planning
One of the most fundamental models for discrete time stochastic multilocation inventory problem is the newsboy model. In our context, the newsboy model considers rst the ow o f g o o d s from plants to customers and second the costs associated with the overage and the underage in meeting the customer demands. The objective of this model is to minimize the transportation cost and the expected underage costs and overage costs. This model can be formulated as a stochastic program with simple recourse and thus can be solved by using classical nonlinear programming techniques.
However, in some situations where consolidation facilities are involved warehouses in our case, the newsboy model may not apply. Consider a two-stage decision process: 1 we m ust ship goods from plants to warehouses before customer demands are realized; 2 only after we know the exact customer demands, we then ship the goods from warehouses to customers. In other words, after the customer demands are realized, when a warehouse do not have enough inventory to meet the demand for a customer, the unsatis ed demand may be met by the shipment from another warehouse. The newsboy model does not capture these recourse actions.
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We consider the multilocation inventory problem as a two-stage stochastic network. The rst stage involves the shipments from plants to warehouses whereas the second stage involves the shipments from warehouses to customers. The challenge in these problems is that customer demands are not known with certainty. Therefore, decisions in stage one must be made before customer demands are revealed. When customer demands become available, the second stage decisions are then made. The objective is to nd the best distribution plan, on average," to ship products from plants to warehouses while hedging against uncertain customer demands. Models as such can be generalized in a multi-echelon settingZangwill 22 . The resulting model can be applied to other problems such as production planning Karmarkar 7, 8 , 9 a n d Karmarkar and Patel 10 .
Problem formulation
Let be a random vector de ned over a probability space ; F; P where is the set of elementary outcomes !, F is the event space and P is the probability measure. We h a ve the following notation:
Deterministic parameters: P = set of indexes representing plants, with i 2 P ; W = set of indexes representing warehouses, with j 2 W ; C = set of indexes representing customers, with k 2 C ; c ij = cost of shipping a unit of product from plant i to warehouse j; q jk = cost of shipping a unit of product from warehouse j to customer k; r k = penalty cost per unit of unsatis ed demand for customer k; R i = amount of goods produced at plant i; u ij = capacity of shipment from plant i to warehouse j; u jk = capacity of shipment from warehouse j to customer k; Decision variables:
x ij = amount of goods shipped from plant i to warehouse j; y jk = amount shipped from warehouse j to customer k; s j = amount of products available at warehouse j; Note that s j and z k are simply de nitional variables which give the total ow i n to a warehouse or customer.
We assume the customer demands k to be independent, discrete, and nite random variables. Furthermore, we assume that no backlogging is allowed to meet the unsatis ed demands. This assumption is reasonable for the distribution planning of very short-cycle products, such as fresh vegetables. In this situation, the lost revenue for the unsatis ed demands are represented by the penalty cost, z k . W e feel that this model will also serve an approximation of multistage distribution problems with backlogging, where our underage cost can be used to approximate the value of refusing a demand now with the possibility of being satis ed later. Today, transportation companies often use a one period transportation problem to solve the equipment repositioning problem, which is just a deterministic version of our model. In this sense, we are extending, in a computationally tractable fashion, the state of the art in this problem area.
In the following, we take the convention that a variable with no subscript represents a vector. Furthermore, we let x!, y! and z! be the vectors of decision variables for a particular realization of customer demand !. Assuming zero inventory at warehouses, the two-stage formulation of a static distribution network can be written as follows. The revised problem is a two-stage network where all parameters in stage 1 are deterministic and some arc capacities in stage 2 are random variables representing the customer demands. Such a t wo-stage network is depicted in Figure 1 . Note that in Figure 1 , we also have a dummy customer. There is an arc joining each w arehouse to the dummy customer where the arc ow is simply the excess supply to the warehouse and the arc cost is the inventory cost at this warehouse. However, for simplicity, w e do not explicitly distinguish this dummy customer with other customers in our mathematical formulation.
Basic solution approach
Our ability to solve the two-stage stochastic problem depends on our ability to approximate the expected recourse function Qs in 1. Due to the embedded minimization in expectation, re ecting the diminishing return of each incremental unit of available goods. As illustrated in Figure 2 , each piecewise linear, convex functionQ j s j can be represented by a set of deterministic links, which w e refer to as the recourse links. Except for the last link which i s uncapacitated to ensure the feasibility, all links have arc capacities of one unit. The cost of the rst link is the slope ofQ j 1 and the cost of the second link is the slope ofQ j 2 and so on. These links capture the impact of the stage 1 decisions in stage 2. We then augment the stage 1 problem by adding these links to the terminal nodes representing warehouses. The resulting augmented stage 1 problem is a pure network which can be solved by standard network ow algorithms e ciently. Figure 3 shows the augmented stage 1 problem of the network in Figure  1 .
Notice that this approach captures the future interaction of activities as simple functions, allowing the stage 1 decisions to be made in real time. Furthermore, the network structure of the augmented stage 1 problem naturally leads to an integer solution as a minimum cost ow problem which is desirable in many applications.
The core of this approach is to obtain the separable functionQs. In the following, we focus on two methods for obtainingQs. Section 2. for problems with several warehouses per customer. This method produces an approximation solution which can be iteratively improved.
Tree problems
This section considers a special class of two-stage distribution planning problems where each customer receives goods from only one warehouse. In such a problem, the stage 2 problem consists of a set of trees where each tree is rooted at a node representing warehouse. This root node is the only entry point for ow e n tering the tree. Links in the trees have deterministic cost coe cients but may h a ve random arc capacities. The spatial separability of this problem makes the expected recourse function separable, that is,
Q j s j 6 where Q j s j is the expected total cost of the tree rooted at j 2 W where the amount of goods available at warehouse j is s j .
The separability of the recourse function together with the special structure of trees allow us to compute each component Q j s j exactly. P owell and Cheung 14 develop an algorithm to obtain the expected recourse function for trees with random arc capacities. Our recourse problem is simply the special case of two-level trees where arc capacities in the rst level are deterministic and arc capacities in the second level are random. Thus, the method of 14 can be applied. Below, we show h o w to obtain the expected recourse function for a tree rooted at node j parametrically as a function of the supply to the root node.
One mathematical way to express a tree is the path-ow formulation where a path k is de ned as a sequence of arcs joining the root node j to a customer k. Since we are now focusing on a particular tree, for simplicity, w e suppress the index j unless otherwise speci ed.
De ne P = the set of all paths, N p = jPj, c k = cost of the path for customer k, l;k = probability that the l th unit of goods available in the warehouse j is shipped to customer k, l = expected marginal cost for the l th unit of goods available at warehouse j. Therefore, in the remainder of this section, we concentrate on the calculation of l;k.
Let, for a given realization !:
k ! = capacity of path k under realization !, Z k ! = the total capacity of the rst k paths under realization !.
By de nition, we h a ve
Without loss of generality, assume that all paths are ranked according to their cost, from the least to the most, that is c 1 c 2 c k c Np Powell and Cheung 14 shows that an optimal strategy for assigning ow to paths is to put as much o w as possible on the lowest cost paths. Equivalently, if the paths are ranked in the order of their cost, then the l th unit of goods will be shipped over path k if and only if the total capacity of the rst k , 1 paths is less than l and the total capacity of the rst k paths is at least l. Therefore, the probabilities l;k can be characterized as: Notice that the path capacity k is simply a truncation of k :
Since we assume that k are independent, k are also independent. Consequently, the random variable Z k is a sum of independent random variables. Hence, we can obtain the distribution of Z k by using convolution of independent random variables.
To illustrate the idea, consider the example in gure 4. First, we compute the distributions of the path capacities Z k , k = 1 ; 2; 3. Since 1 = minfu 1;2 ; 4 g, 1 is equivalent to truncating 4 at 2. Similarly, 2 is equivalent to truncating 5 at 1. Thus, the probability distributions of k , k = 1 ; 2, are: The above procedure is quite e cient. The numerical experiments in 14 show that the exact expected recourse functions for trees with more than one thousand random arc capacities can be found in a few seconds. 13 
Network recourse problems
In the previous section, we assume that each customer receives goods from only one warehouse. This assumption produces the tree-structured distribution planning problem which can be solved exactly. Let us now consider a more general case where each customer can receive goods from several warehouses. In this case, the stage 2 problem is no longer separable. This problem is known as a special class of stochastic programs with network recourse see Wallace 19 . Except for very small problems, obtaining exact expected recourse functions Qs are numerically intractable.
Extending the technique for solving tree problems to solving network recourse problems, Powell and Cheung 13 introduce a decomposition approach called the network recourse decomposition method NRD. Instead of obtaining the exact expected recourse function, this method seeks to obtain a convex, separable approximation of the expected recourse function. The method involves decomposing the stage 2 network into a set of trees whose expected recourse function can be obtained using the method described in the previous section. Qs. This result suggests that a tighter lower bound can be obtained by using a in 22 instead of an arbitrary where = arg max Q s;
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The parameter can be obtained by using the standard subgradient method see, for example, Shor 18 . Notice thatQs; consists of a separable term P jQ j s j ; and a constant term T E ! !, where the constant can be dropped without altering the decisions being made.
Although this method can provide a lower bound of the expected recourse function, the main objective of this method is to capture the shape of the expected recourse function by a set of convex, piecewise linear functionsQ j s j ; . When we represent these functions by sets of recourse links and add these links to the terminal nodes in stage 1, the augmented stage 1 problem is a pure network problem. For the purpose of capturing the shape, numerical experiments in 13 suggests that problem 24 not need be solved exactly; a few iterations of the subgradient method can produce a reasonably good approximation.
3 Multi-stage distribution planning
In contrast to static distribution problems where decisions are made once after realizing the random coe cients, dynamic distribution problems require decisions to be made over time.
Consider a distribution planning problem with an N-stage planning horizon where a stage is de ned as a period of time during which the customer demands are realized at once and where decisions must be made prior to realization of future demands. In this problem, decisions in stage 1 are made before the demands in stage 2 are revealed. Decisions in stage 2 are made before the uncertain demands in stage 3 are revealed. Thus, we can formulate these problems as multistage stochastic programming problems with recourse. In the following, we provide the formulation and describe a solution methodology.
Formulation
I n a m ulti-stage distribution planning problem, an elementary outcome ! 2 consists of a set of outcomes ! 2 ; : : : ; ! t ; : : : ; ! N where ! t represents an outcome in stage t. W e denote by t the vector of customer demands in stage t. W e add the time dimension to all previously de ned coe cients and variables to re ect the time dependency. F or example, c ij t i s n o w interpreted as the cost of shipping a unit of product from plant i to warehouse j in stage t and y jk t; ! t denotes the amount of products being shipped from warehouse j to customer k in stage t when the realization of customer demands is t; ! t . To ensure feasibility, w e assume all unshipped products from a plant o r a w arehouse can be held at their current locations as inventory for the next stage. Let x ii t = i n ventory in plant i in stage t; c ii t = holding cost per unit of product in plant i in stage t; y jj t = i n ventory in warehouse j in stage t; q jj t = holding cost per unit of product in warehouse j in stage t; Figure 5 illustrates a dynamic distribution problem in the time-space framework. where R i t is the planned production level at plant i in stage t.
The rst four sets of constraints represent o w conservation while the remaining three are capacity constraints. As depicted in gure 5, we can see that the recourse problem in each stage is a transshipment network, where the arcs representing customer demands have random arc capacities the last set of constraints in 28.
Notice that the function Q 2 s1; ! 2 consists of a recursive sequence of minimization problems recursively embedded in expectation. For real world applications, the number of possible realizations can be in the range of 10 1000 practically in nite. Thus, obtaining expected recourse functions for multi-stage problems is generally believed to be much more di cult, especially with a large number of stages. Below, we describe a method which a voids the curse of dimensionality arising from the number of stages.
Backward recursion
When we solve a t wo-stage distribution planning problem, either the tree recourse logic or the network recourse decomposition method produces a separable function parametrically as a function of s1. The merit of these techniques is that we can obtain the approximation of the expected recourse function without knowing the actual value of s1 in advance. This feature motivates the use of the network recourse decomposition recursively when we are solving multi-stage problems.
Cheung and Powell 5 i n troduce a backward recursion procedure called the successive convex approximation method for solving multi-stage stochastic networks in the area of dynamic eet management. The idea is to apply NRD successively, starting from the last stage back t o t h e second stage. We can adopt this technique in solving dynamic distribution problems.
The idea of this backward recursion is illustrated in gure 6. The stages t , 1, t and t + 1 o f a m ulti-stage network is given in gure 6a. Suppose we h a ve obtained the approximation of the expected recourse function for stage t + 1 see gure 6b, we can represent this function by sets of deterministic links. We add these links to the terminal nodes in stage t, forming an augmented stage t problem see gure 6c. Notice that the augmented stage t problem is a network with random arc capacities. Thus, we can apply NRD to this network and obtain an approximation of the expected recourse function for stage t see gure 6d. Next, the resulting 
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function is represented by sets of deterministic links which are then added to the terminal nodes in stage t , 1. Again, the augmented stage t , 1 problem is a network with random arc capacities see gure 6e. We repeat this step starting from stage N back to stage 2. As a result, we h a ve an augmented stage 1 problem which is a pure network which can be solved easily.
Numerical investigation
We h a ve n o w presented methods for solving distribution problems under uncertainty. In this section, we consider the class of two-stage distribution planning problems. We perform a series of numerical experiments to address two questions, one methodological, and the other substantive. First, we undertake comparisons between three competing solution approaches to estimate the quality of the solution provided by each approach. And second, we use our solution method to evaluate the e ectiveness of using multiple warehouses to serve a single customer.
Section 4.1 outlines the experimental design used to address these two questions. Next, section 4.2 describes our random problem generator. Finally, section 4.3 summarizes the results of the experiments and discusses areas for further research.
Experimental design
Our experimental methodology is as follows. We rst use a random problem generator to generate locations of the plants, warehouses and customers. Although these randomly generated problems are designed only to provide an indication of the performance of the models, care was taken in the design of the generator to produce problems with appropriate variability b y contrast, more naive problem generators run the risk of generating datasets that are unrealistically uniform.
Next, for each problem, we tested three methods for approximating the expected recourse function. These are:
1. Deterministic model -In this case, we use the expected customer demands to form a deterministic distribution model encompassing plant t o w arehouse and warehouse to customer. This model can be solved as a pure network.
2. Tree recourse algorithm -Customers served by more than one warehouse are duplicated into multiple copies of the same customer, one associated with each w arehouse that serves the customer. Each duplicated customer has the same original demand. With this modi cation, ows from a warehouse to customers forms a tree. We then use the tree recourse algorithm described in section 2.3 to calculate the expected recourse function.
3. Network recourse decomposition -Finally, w e use the network decomposition strategy given in section 2.4 to provide a more accurate estimate of the expected recourse function.
Once we h a ve an approximation of the expected recourse function, the rst stage problem is solved to determine the ows from plants to warehouses.
Once the ows into each w arehouse are found, we then use Monte Carlo simulation to generate 1000 observations of customer demands. For each observation, we solve the problem of shipping from warehouse to customer optimally as a network problem. The total cost of a particular solution, then, is obtained by adding the shipping costs from plant to the warehouses to the average shipping cost from warehouses to customers. Since the average cost of shipping from warehouse to customer is derived using Monte Carlo methods, our total cost for a solution is a random variable.
To address the more substantive question of the e ectiveness of using multiple warehouses, we generated a series of networks which v aried in terms of the numb e r o f w arehouses which served each customer. Two strategies were used to generate these networks. In the rst, we limited every customer to at most two w arehouses, and varied the percentage of customers that are served by t wo w arehouses, given by r p . F or example, r p = 50 means that 50 of the customers are served by t wo w arehouses while the other 50 are served by a single warehouse. However, there is no restriction on the size of the shipment from a warehouse to a customer. In the second strategy, w e allowed a customer to be served by e v ery warehouse within a given radius subject to the constraint that the closest warehouse was always included and then varied the radius to obtain di erent v alues for the average number of warehouses serving each customer, denoted by r s . In both datasets, r p = 0 and r s = 1 produces networks with one warehouse per customer, which results in a tree from plant t o w arehouses to customers. Using the tree recourse method, this problem can be solved optimally. F or problems where customers can be served by t wo or more warehouses, we h a ve to resort to approximations.
Problem generator
The random problem generator creates a set of points representing the locations of plants, warehouses and customers in a 1000 by 2000 mile area. Let N p , N w and N c be the numbers of plants, warehouses and customers respectively. T o obtain the locations of the plants, the area is rst partitioned into N p grids equally large rectangles. Then, a point is uniformly chosen within each grid to represent a plant's location. The locations for warehouses and customers are similarly obtained. We set the transportation cost to $1 per mile per truck. Thus, the cost c ij for the shipment from point i to point j is simply the Euclidean distance between point i and point j.
We assume that goods can be shipped from any plant t o a n y w arehouse. On the other hand, each customer may only be served by a speci c set of warehouses. First, each customer received goods from its closest warehouse. Second, each w arehouse serves all customers within a radius of D miles.
To generate customer demands, we rst divide the area into N r regions uniformly and assign pro t potential for these regions. The pro t potential n is drawn uniformly between 0.2 and 1.8, representing the customer's ability to generate demand in this region. Next, we The penalty of each unsatis ed demand at customer k was denoted by r which i s c hosen aft e r a n umber of calibrating runs. Finally, the production of plants, R i are directly proportional 
Experimental results
A series of simulations was undertaken using the ve basic networks described above. Table  2 describes the results with the restriction that every customer be served by at most two warehouses. Column r p gives the percent of customers served by t wo w arehouses. For example, r p = 0 means that all customers are served by one warehouse while r p = 100 means that all customers are served by t wo w arehouses. The next three columns gives the expected total logistics costs obtained using each of the three approximations. These columns include the plant t o w arehouse distribution cost, plus the expected costs from warehouse to customer obtained using Monte Carlo simulation. The last column gives the average standard error in these estimates as a result of the Monte Carlo component. Table 3 gives the results of the experiments where each customer is served by all the warehouses within a given radius including the closest warehouse, if this does not fall within the radius. The average number of warehouses per customer is given in the column marked r s . In this table, the standard error These tables are used to address both the quality of the solution algorithms, as well as the issue of the e ectiveness of using multiple warehouses. First, we note for the case r p = 0 i n table 2 and r s = 1 in table 3, we h a ve an instance of a tree out of each w arehouse, which can be solved exactly using the tree recourse algorithm. In this case, the tree recourse algorithm and the network recourse decomposition method give identical results.
To assess the quality of di erent solution algorithms, we present the results in tables 2 and 3 as the relative improvement o ver the deterministc models. Figure 7 shows the relative improvement produced using a stochastic model and the NRD algorithm for the case with at most two w arehouses per customer, while gure 8 gives the same information for multiple warehouses. From the two gures, we can see that the tree recourse algorithm outperformed mean Figure 9 : Relative improvement using up to two w arehouses per customer the deterministic model in 64 out of 83 runs, while the NRD algorithm outperformed the deterministic model in 71 out of 83 runs. In terms of total cost, the stochastic model outperformed the deterministic model by 5.5 percent o n a verage. It suggests that the explicit consideration of the stochastic aspects of the customer demands can produce a substantial savings. From these results, we speculate that we h a ve a v ery high quality solution to the stochastic distribution problem, especially when we use the NRD algorithm to solve the stochastic model.
On the other hand, when we compare the two methods of solving the stochastic model, we found that the NRD algorithm outperformed the pure tree recourse algorithm by approximately 0.5 percent. Given the relative simplicity of the tree recourse algorithm, it is not clear that the additional complexity of the NRD algorithm is warranted.
We n o w turn to the more substantive question of the economics of using multiple warehouses for at least some percentage of the customers. Using the data from tables 2 and 3, we calculated the relative improvement in total logistics costs using the NRD algorithm as a function of the number of warehouses serving each customer. Figure 9 shows the results for the case with Figure 10 : Relative improvement using multiple warehouses per customer at most two w arehouses per customer, and gure 10 shows the results for multiple warehouses can be more than two per customer. These gures both suggest an almost linear improvement in total costs as the number of warehouses per customer increases from a base of one up to two. In gure 10, however, when the number of warehouses per customer is beyond two, the rate of improvement drops o sharply. F or example, problem p5 increases up to 2.5, and then levels out, while, problem p4 continues to show improvement up to 3.5 warehouses per customer. In any case, using more than two w arehouses per customer does not warrant a signi cant s a vings. In practice, on the other hand, using more warehouses can induce substantial administative costs.
The results here are somewhat surprising, and raise some questions that deserve further study. Some observations that can be derived from this data are:
1. Standard distribution networks use one warehouse per customer. Most companies prefer a one-to-one relationship between customers and warehouses for practical reasons, which of course are not captured by this study. H o wever, we suspect that if a survey were con-ducted of distribution systems to determine the average number of warehouses that serve each customer, the answer would be a number signi cantly less than two. This limited study suggests that large improvements can be attained in a real-time environment b y connecting most customers with two w arehouses.
2. The improvements that are attained as the system approaches two w arehouses per customer are large, and surprising. A line of investigation is that whether most of the savings of using multiple warehouses would be attained when only a portion of customers are served by m ultiple warehouses.
3. Further research is required to understand the factors that a ect the performance of the design of di erent logistics networks under uncertainty. It is quite likely that performance is sensitive t o c hoosing speci c customers for assignment t o m ultiple warehouses. Also, we h a ve not investigated the sensitivity to other parameters, such as holding cost and the opportunity cost of lost sales. Finally, w e need to better understand the stochastic properties of actual customer demands, and determine the sensitivity of the solution to the characteristics of the demand process.
